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Skylofts 
MGM Grand, 
Las Vegas

Aloft Denver 
Downtown, 
Denver

Magazines or 
Novels by Andy 
Grammer

American    
Beauty/American 
Psycho by 
Fall Out Boy

Kill the 
Lights by   
Luke Bryan

Hotel Roma 
Golden Glades 
Resort, Miami

Guy’s American 
Kitchen & Bar, 
New York City

Mad Max: 
Fury Road

Ted 2

Fantastic 
Four

Spruce, 
San Francisco

BLU Restaurant 
and Lounge, 
Houston
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DATA BOMB

 Which Online Reviewers 
Deserve Five Stars?
Most of us consult online review sites before we pull the trigger 
on a purchase. But do we use the information wisely? To help
you decipher the data deluge, we gathered user ratings for three 
movies, hotels, restaurants, and albums. Then we asked Michael
L. Anderson, Ph.D., an associate professor of resource economics 
at UC Berkeley, to make sense of it all. —ELISE CRAIG AND LEAH POLAKOFF

WHAT THE EXPERT SAYS

Beware of “Average”
When people take the time to review 

something, it’s often because they feel 

strongly about it, says Anderson. So 

look closer at a flick that averages out 

as a 50 percenter: It may actually be 

polarizing, not middling. If you have a 

critical mindset, use Rotten Tomatoes, 

which caters to film buffs. Easier to 

please? Fandango’s for you, since it 

prompts everyone who bought tickets 

through its online service to weigh in. 

Give B Stars Their Due 
Lesser stars can still shine, says 

Anderson. Yelp eatery ratings are 

rounded to the nearest half star, so a 

4.24 average earns 4 stars, for exam-

ple, while a 4.26 average becomes 

4½. (A half star can make a big dif-

ference in a restaurant’s business, 

he notes.) By contrast, OpenTable 

asks for rankings of food, service, and 

ambience, and combines them to 

produce a more nuanced review.

Read Between the Sheets
Any score built on a few reviews can 

be unreliable, Anderson says. For 

hotels, 40 is a good baseline. Raters 

on bargain-hunting sites such as 

Expedia tend to be more positive. For 

example, an Expedia reviewer found 

Miami’s Hotel Roma Resort clean and 

pleasant, while a TripAdvisor guest 

deemed it a “horrendous place.” Look 

for reviews with a thumbs-up tag—

that means others find them helpful.

Consider the Sources
Many sites, including iTunes and 

Amazon Prime, require you to log in 

to review. Prime offers tons of albums 

through subscription, but iTunes lets 

users rate only what they buy directly. 

That may help those spenders think 

more critically, Anderson says. And 

having thousands more reviews per 

album lends iTunes credibility. Which 

means Andy Grammer may not really 

deserve that score of 94. Whew!
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